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Statement from Senator Hansen:

GOP Joint Finance Committee Rejection of Student Loan Refinancing

“While I support efforts to make higher education more affordable not one proposal from the
Governor or the Republican side of the aisle does a single thing to lower student loan payments
for the nearly 1 million Wisconsin residents who are struggling with student loan debt. The
action by the Republican majority of the Joint finance Committee had an opportunity to change
that today but failed by rejecting a sensible student loan refinancing plan.
“Yet, when it comes to providing more loans and tax breaks to corporations and the wealthy
there is no limit to lengths they will go to please the wealthy few who already have more than
they need and who pay less than their fair share of taxes. Continuing to favor the rich while
ignoring the needs of working families and the middle class is a proven failure for the majority
of Wisconsinites who are struggling to make ends meet and who only want a fair shake.
“For years the response from the Governor and Republican leaders is to leave it to the private
sector. But either the private sector has no interest in helping solve this crisis or they are unable
to do so. In either case, it represents a failure of the current system that so many of our family,
friends and neighbors are denied the ability to buy a new car, their first home or start a family
due to the high cost of their student loans.
“You should be able to refinance your student loans just as you can refinance a car or home loan
at a lower interest rate. The Higher Ed/Lower Debt bill will help make that possible for
thousands of loan holders and nearly every student loan holder in the state would benefit from
the tax cuts included in our bill. These are savings that can be used to help grow our economy,
keep our graduates from leaving the state and attract new businesses and workers to Wisconsin.
“The student loan crisis doesn’t just hurt Democratic families. It is a non-partisan crisis that is
making it more and more difficult for more and more Wisconsin residents and families to get
ahead regardless of which political party they support. It is time for responsible people on both
sides of the aisle to work together to make refinancing of student loans possible in Wisconsin.”
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